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Go Hiking x Clean Trails
Scout Movement emphasizes on the development of constructive contact with nature. Through the
use of nature, scouts not only equip with different wilderness living skills, but also develop their
physical, intellectual, emotional, social and spiritual potentials in full due to the immense possibilities
that the natural world offers. “Go Hiking” Campaign (The Campaign) has been launched since 2014
for encouraging our scouts to enjoy the nature and appreciate its beauty. Around 10,000 scouts have
completed our designated hiking routes under the Campaign since then.
To echo the WOSM Earth Tribe initiative, we incorporate the concepts of “Reduce” and “Reuse”
into the Campaign, by encouraging participants to use reusable container/bags and bottle for food and
water, and clean up the trails when hike. Let’s join together to create a better world.
All participants could obtain a hiking stick medallion which is specifically designed for each route,
after completing the journey and reported to us by just a few simple steps (For details, please refer to
paragraphs below). Moreover, if you could show us your efforts in cleaning trails by designated
method, a special design “Clean Trails” souvenir badge will be given to you.
The Campaign details are as follows:
1. Campaign Period:

Immediate effect till 31 March 2023

2. Eligibility:

Cub Scout (for 1 and 2-star route only), Scout, Venture Scout, Rover Scout,
Leader or Lay member

3. Route and
Application
procedure

Please visit Go Hiking webpage.
http://prog.scouting.org.hk/gohiking/en_index.html
(QR code is depicted at the end of the circular)

4.

Free

Fee

5. Remarks：

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Please be reminded that the Scout Association of Hong Kong (the
Association) will keep reviewing the arrangements on scout activities in
response to the latest development of COVID-19 and make timely
announcements through the official website.
The application made concerning the hiking events taking place during the
period when the Association stops face-to-face Group meetings/activities
will not be entertained.
The application results would be notified by email (Email address should
be provided in the application form).
Programme Branch reserves the rights to publish the photos collected from
this Campaign through any media or publicity channel for any purposes.
Please call 2957 6410, Programme Officer Ms Irene Chan during office
hour if no notification is received after ONE month upon application
submission.
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